ICE Shooter 2016
Aims and tasks:

•To find the best long-range shooters,
• to make shooting popular between hunters,
• to improve shooting skills,
• to gather together shooting enthusiasts, hunters and subordinate units from the Ministry of
the Interior and the Ministry of Defence

Date and time
Entry fee

2016.02.07 9:00; Lake Zvārde, Saldus district. Latvia: 56°34'30.3"N 22°36'09.1"E
Registration until – 3rd of february, entry fee: Master - 40EUR, Amateur - 30EUR.
Registration will be closed, when the limit of 50 participants is reached.

Details for entry fee transfer
Recipient: Sporta klubs „Zvārde”
Reg.Nr.40008214176,Swedbank konta Nr.LV30HABA0551037201208
Name, Surname Tel.Nr.(Master/Amateur) – each can declare by his options and possibilites

Programma

Excercise – shooting with rifle, participants can use front and rear support, but they can
not be connected.
Allowed to use ammunition which is made for hunting/target shooting

Participant on the shooting lane can have one assitant
Shooting position - freestyle
MASTER series Time: 40min
100m: sighting in (unlimited) A4 target with 3x3cm sticker + competiton 12kal shell - 1 shot.
200m: 3 MINI clays – diam. 5cm
300m: 3 Mini clays + 10 shots Target Nr.4
400m: Steel target
500m: Steel target
600m: Steel target + 10 shots Target FM 200m center 80mm diam. 800mm
800m: 10 shots Target FM 200m center 80mm diam. 800mm
MAX score : 400

AMATEUR series Time: 30 min
100m sigting in (unlimited) A4 target with 3x3cm sticker + competiotn 5 shots target BC18-3
200m 5 STD clays– diam. 11
300m 5 STD clays + 10 Target Nr.4
400m Steel target
500m Steel target
MAX score: 270
In case of same results we will evalute the highest score in A-300m and M-800m , if the score still
is the same we will evaluate the hit count X,0,8, etc.
In case in the target ar more shots ,then highest hits will not be counted.
1-3.medalists will be awarded with diplomas and cups.
Soup at the dinner!
Phone for questions and suggestions – 28338705 (Toms)

